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Abstract: Error evaluation for classified remotely sensed images has been'limited in the past to global 
measures such as the confusion or error matri\., derived from comparing categories in the image with 
known values. This form of error c"aluation gives \'Cry little information about spatial errors in the 
image. As a result, techniques which produce substantially better maps from imagery, such as image 
segmentation are difficult to evaluate in appropriate ways. Also, it is difficult to determine when one 
technique (spatially) outperforms another. Qualitative evaluation of the results has been the prclcrred 
method, in the absence of more quantifiable techniques. In this paper, work undertaken to characterise 
boundary errors in maps resulting from photointerpretation is extended to deal with boundary elTors in 
remotely sensed imagery. A ne\\', polygon-specific error (PSE) matrix is intnxluced, a superset of the 
traditional error matrix. Combined with estimates of boundary length, fi,'c new deri"ativc measures arc 
proposed which characterise the spatial information contained in the image partition with respect to the 
ground truth partition. The introduction of aggregation indices, in particular, allows the results of 
segmentation to be evaluated independently of a subsequent classification, and, indccd, to pro\'ide 
information about the infonnation loss involved in the classification procedure. The six mea<;UfCS 
discussed are all ea.,y to compute, and substantiall y increase the power of evaluation tools available to 
the user. 

Key words: error e\'a1uation, error matrix, classification, scgmentation, map accuracy, boundary' 
error. 

1) Introduction 

The results of classification of remote sensing imagery ha,'c becn c\'a1uated by a relativcly limited set 
of tools for more than a decade. Results are reported in terms of an error or confusi()n matrix which 
summarizes the relationship between classification categories and ground-truth categories [IOJ. Other 
mesures, most of which are dcri\'ed from the clTor matrix, include the classification accunlcyl WI, 
which is a single numbcr exprcssing the percent of pixels "correctly" classified out of the total number 
of pixels; the user's and producer's errors [10], which represent, on the one hand, misclassificd ground 
truth classes, and, on the othcr, grouped thematic classes; and the kappa coefficient [4,8], which 
corrects the classification accumcy for errors of commission and omission, and which permits 
comparison of a gi\'en thematic classification with a random classification. Thcse arc all global 
statistics in that they referto the entire rcgion for which ground truth data are available. They represent 
summary statistics concerning thc thematic information, but they gi"c little information about the 
spatial precision of the classified regions. Indeed, [9] identified this as a priority research topic. They 
stated that "techniques need to be dC"eloped for assessing the spatial structure of en'Of in an integrated 
remote sensing classification pnxluct, c.g., how are errors related to polygon boundaries." 

One of the consequences of this situation is that sophisticated region-bascd classification techniques, 
such as segmentation algorithms, arc not well c\'a1uated using standard techniques [III. Segmentation 
algorithms are designed to extract structural (i,e, spatial) information about the image, and not just 
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thematIc int()rmation. Applying thematic statistical measures such as the error matrix may result in 
scverly underestimating the pelformanceof these algorithms. Many cases may be cited where reported 
classification accuracies for segmented images are of the same order as classification accuracies derived 
from pixel-based classIfiers, but where a visual examination of the results reveals that the segment 
classifier produces much more reliable spatial information than the pixel-based [11. For example, it is 
possible to concci\'c of a situation where a segmentation algorithm produces a totally accurate spatial 
partition of the image, corresponding exactly to the ground truth, but for which the classification 
accumcy is zero, il' all thc regions havc been misclassified. Furthermore, many segmentation 
algorithms produce a spatial partition of the image, previous to carrying out the final thematic 
classification. Thematic statistics such as the error matrix permit only the combination of the two 
stages to be e\'a!uatcd - there is no statistic for the first stage alone. Visual examination, while useful, 
cannot be applicd in a systematic manner to dctermine map accuracy, or to cross-compare performance 
among different segmcntation algorithms. Suitablc quantitatiye evaluation methods for structural 
information arc sorcly lacking. 

In this paper, I\'C present ncw proceduresforcyaluating map accuracy. These tools are more suitable to 
the cyaluation of segmcntation algorilhms, for they arc based on an evaluation of the spatial structure 
of imagc-dclived data. The new tools represent an adaption of recent developments in the analysis of 
boundary uncertainty in photointerpreted images, and hence I\'e briefly introduce the latter before 
presenting the nc\\ remote sensing statistics. 

2) Measuring Boundary Uncertainty 

Despitc the fact that photoimerpretatinn has been one of the principle sources of map data for more 
than forty years, photointcrprctation uncertainty has been poorly understood. This may be due, in part, 
to the difficulty of obtaining nel\' assessment techniques. Also, until the emergence of Geographic 
I nl'ormation Systems (GIS), the need for obtaining accurate local information was probably less 
pressing than it is today. 

A concerted cffort 0\'Cf the past fc\\ years on the part of myself and my colleagues has led to the 
dcvclopment or a number of ncw methods for assessing uncertainty in photointerpreted imagery 
[2,3.5,0,71. These methods arc large!) based on thc analysis of multiple interpretations of the same 
imagc. Thc results of several interpretations arc O\erlayed in a GIS and techniques have been developed 
for determining a mean intcrpreted boundary and a boundary width for the overlayed interpretations. The 
kcy insight that led to the dcvelopment of these techniques I\'as that boundary uncertainty requires 
analysis of the textures 011 both Sides, and hence the basic unit for boundary uncertainty assessment is 
the boundary' and its two adjacent tcxtures, \\'hich we collectively call thc 'twain'. This focus, although 
it appears obvious, represents a fundamental shift of attention away from pOlygons as entities. An 
analysis of image textures on eithcr side of a gil'cn boundary [71 led to the conclusion the automated 
prediction of boundary uncertainty in photointerpretalions, based on the image textures present in each 
twain, is difficult if not impossible to pert·orm. This is due to the complexity of the factors which 
Inl1uencc the detcrmination of boundary' uncertainty in human interpretation of images. Hence the work 
on boundary uncertainty assessment has focussed on empirical tools for characterising "fu2zy boundary 
\\ idth". Tllo techniques hav'c been devcloped- onc functions essentially with a raster grid space [2,3], 
while the other is dcsigned to \\ork lI'ith vcctor data 151· Both techniques have been used on real data, 
but they give somewhat diffcrcnt results (indced. they arc ba<;cd on somewhat different assumptions). 
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3) New Measures for Assessing Local Map Error in Classified Imagery 

The key to arriving at a more suitable methodJor assessing local map accuracy in region-based 
thematic mapping is similar to that which led to the boundary uncertainty assessment techniques. 
Standard evaluation of thematic maps is focussed, naturally cnqugh, on map classes. In order to assess 
local map accuracy, we note that our foclls should be on the spatial partitionning of the imagc, not on 
the thematic classes. In particular, if wc are interest in boundaries, we should examine the polygon 
pai rs on ei ther si de of the boundary. 
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Figure I: (a) an image partition (6 pixels by 6 pixels); (b) the corresponding ground truth' 

GT 2 3 4 5 6 Total 
Segments· 
I' 4 5 
2' 4 1 5 
3' 1 4 5 
4' 5 1 7 
5' I 3 1. 6 
6' 6 2 8 

Total 4 5 12 7 5 3 36 

Table I: Polygon-specific error (PSE) matrix, corresponding to situation shown in Figure I. Bold 
numbers indicate diagonal elements of the PSE matrix. 

A means to do this consists of constructing apolygon-~pecific errormalrix for the superposition of the 
classified polygons onto the ground truth polygons (Table I). Each region in both the region-based 
classification and the ground truth data must be labelled separately (Figure I). The classified polygon 
(hereafter called a "segment") which contain the largest numbers of pi·xels for each ground truth 
polygon is first selectcdas a candidategroundtrulh matched segment. This may be dcterminedfrom the 
polygon-specific error matrix (hereafter the PSE matrix) by searching each ground truth column for the 
largest number of pixels and assigning the correspond segment (row label) to that ground truth polygon 
(bold numbers in Table 2). More than one ground-truth pclygon may be matched to' the same segment 
using this procedure ( e.g. GT polygons #4 and #6 arc both matched to segment 4' in Table I), but this 
will be modified in a subsequent step. The segments assigned in this way to ground truth polygons 
correspond to the diagonal cells of a traditional error matrix. (and the col umns may be reshuffled to 
show this). The so-called off-diagonal elements then correspond to pixels which have been 
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"mlSdassiried" because of boundary errors or boundary uncertainty. Howe\w, a traditional crror matn, 
is square, and in fact. a non-square PSE matri., is not easy to interpret. The mea'llres proposed here all 
require the construction or a s<juare PSE matri\. 
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Figure 2: (a) another image partition (6 pi\els by 6 PI\elS): (b) the corresponding ground truth 

Let us begin by c\:amining the interpretation or aPSE matrix which is already square (Figure 2 and 

Table 2). In such a case, the pair of cell values IIhich arc matri\ transpositions of each other (i.e. 
symmetrically around the diagonal, the (i,j)th member of the matri\ and the (j,i)lh member) correspond 
to boundary displacement on one side or the other of the boundary between two polygons. The 01'1'
diagonal value in the same column as the ground-truth polygon corresponds to the displacement enur 
inwards with respect to that polygon, on the part of the matched segment. whereas the tr,msposed 
\'alue. in the same row as the matched segment, corresponds to the displacement error outwards from 
the ground-truth polygon. Hence the PSE matri, is seen to present inronnalton both about twains and 
about polygons. 

GT 
Segments 
I' 
2' 
3' 
4' 
5' 

Total 

4 

5 
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Total 

4 
5 

12 
7 
H 

36 

Table 2: Polygon-specif,c error (PSE) matri", corresponding to situation shown in Figure 2. Bold 
numbers indicate diagonal clements of the PSE matrix. 

If the number of ground-truth polygons exceeds the number of segments, howcver, then some of the 
ground-truth polygons will only. exhibit inwards boundary displacements, since no makhed segment 
exists. It is possible to "square" the matrix by introducing additional "dummy" segment rows which 
consist only of zeros, which arc matched to the extra ground-truth polygons. It is also possible to 
reducc the number of ground-tlUth polygons by merging them. This should only be carried out if there 
arc good rcas(ms for doing so, ror instance, if it is decided that thematic diflcrences between two 
~round-truth classes are not pertinent for a given study. 
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If the number of segments exceeds the number of ground-truth polygons, then two similar strategies 
exist to "square"the matrix. The first is to group the segments which have not been assigned a ground
truth polygon together with those that have. This may be done by searching each unassigned segment 
row for its maximum value and assigning the segment to the corresponding ground-truth column. 
Spatially, this consists of grouping segments which fall within the same ground-truth polygon. This 
procedure is consistent with determining the "best possible" boundary match from a given segment 
partition, presuming the subsequent segment aggregation can be carried out perfectly by a cla%ification 
algorithm. The second, more conservative procedure consists of grouping all unmatched segments into 
a single row and matching this 'to a dummy ground-truth column. This corresponds to an estimate of 
the boundary error giv'en the existing segmentation. 

Once the PSE matrix has been squared. it is possible to determine a global boundary error measure 
('k'BE), similar, in fact, to the global classification error (%CE) determined from the standard error 
matrix. The '?i-BE consists of the sum of the off-diagonal elements divided by the total number of 
rixcls in the region of interest (i.c. determined from the set of ground-truth polygons) and expressed as 
a perccntage. 

The '!'CBE givcs a convcnient summary statistic for comparing ditTercntsegment partitions with respect 
to the ground truth partition. It represents the percentage of pixels which contribute to the boundary 
en'Ofof the given partition. Howel'cr, like the %CE statistic that it resembles, it says little about the 
metric size or the spatial distribution of the boundarycmlf. 

Therefore, it is useful to determine an additional boundary error stalJslJc which overcomes these 
shortcomings. Such a boundary statistic may be determined in a direct manner from the PSE matrix. 
For each pair (,I' ground-truth polygons, the inwards boundary displacement and the outwards boundary 
displacement are determined(Table 3). 

Polygon A I I 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 Tot 
Polygon B 2 4 5 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 
BE outwards 0 () I I 0 2 () 2 2 2 JO 
BE inwards 0 () () I 0 0 I 0 () 0 2 
bx=beo-bei 0 0 I 0 () 2 -I 2 2 2 ,8 
bs=beo+bei 0 0 I 2 () 2 I 2 2 2 12 
Length 2 0 2 :2 2 4 0 2 2 2 18 
BX 0,44 
BS 0,67 

Table 3: Boundary displacement calculation for the situation described in 
Figure I and Table 1. 

Furthermore, the length of common boundary can likewise be determined. From these values, it is 
possible to construct two boundary error statistics, the boundary displacement (bx) and the bowuJary 
dispersioll (bs). The boundary displacement is determined by subtracting the inwards boundary 
displacement (bei) from the outwards boundary displacement (beo), while the dispersion is detennined 
by adding the two quantities (note, however, that this is not a least squares dispersion measure - its 
nearest cousin would be a dispersion measure computed from the absolute values of the displacement). 
When normalised by the length of the common boundary (I), these correspond to metric estimates of 
boundary error, expressed in pixels or converted to meters.' By summing beo and bei across a1J 
boundaries, and obtaining the total boundary length (L), two global statistics can be determined: 

BX = l~ (beo) - ~ (bei)]IL 
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BS = II (beo) + I (bei)iIL 

The values of these statistics arc shown in Table 4, for the two simple data sets shown m Figures I 
and 2. Furthermore, it is possible to obtain bx and bs measures for other subsets of the ground-truth 
partition - for particular pairs of thematic classes, for c,ample, or for particular types of polygons. In 
this way both twain-specific and polygon-specific boundary elmr measures may be computed, as \\'ell 
as c1ass-speci ric boundary error measures. 

Note that these mea'llreS arc similar to those dClciopcU for char<lcterising boundary uncertainty in 
photointerprelation 171. In general, the bx measures indicate the presence of systematic boundar) 
displacements, while the bs measures indicate random boundary em)rs. Hence a high b.'\ "alue means 
that the bs lui ue is probubily dominated by a systematic boundul} displacement, whereas a low bx 
lalue combined \\ ith a high bs lalue indicates that there is considerable uncertainty in the lxlUndary 
placement. 

Measure Figure I Figure 2 

Total # of pixels 36 36 
';tBE 39''{ 2~7r 

BX 0,44 0,25 
BS 0,67 0,50 
GTA] () () 

IPA] J 0 

Table 4: Boundary error measures for the image parti lions shown in Figure I and Figure :2 

Finally, the ma~lmum number of segment merges required to square the PSE matr;, may be used as an 
aggregation inde\ (the Image Partition Aggregation Inde'\ - IPAI), indicating hoI\' far a gi"en partition 
is from a "best possible" partition, e'(pressed in terms of the nllmber of aggregation operations. Hence, 
a small B'lcBE (best '7< BE, after aggregating segments) may be considered less uscJ'ul than a larger 
B7r BEif the number of aggregations required to obtain the B'lc BE is smaller. This statistiC takes = 
of the case or inllil'iduaI pi'\el classifications, which may hal'e a Icry good B'ii.BE but \lill con'cspond 
to a high IPAI - that is, they will requirc a large number of aggregation operations to obtain the 
BBEM. Likewise, it is useful to record the number of ground truth aggregatIons as a similar 
aggregation inde" called the GTAJ. These aggregation indices, combined with the boundary em)r 
measllres, may be used as a guiding principle to detelmine the best post-segmentation classificalioll 
method. Post-segmentatIOn classification attempts to obtain a thematic classification Similar to that 
represented by the ground truth. MI"t of the time, thIS entails a loss or infonnation, compared to the 
original segmented image. This can best be seen by noting that the ';{ BE meastlre tends to increase 
with the classification process. 

The measures described here should allow us to track the mtrodu<:tion of additional oIT-diagonal pixels 
during the grouping process and hence may help us tn keep such Information loss to a minimum. 
Post-segmentation classification l'onsists of niles for grouping polygons which arc not necessaril~ 
spatially contiguous, and hence \\'hich do not necessarily hal e common elements within the 
appropriate columns. Each grouping of classes results in a change 111 the aggregation indices described 
abo' e. Hence a gi\'en classification procedure may reduce one aggregation indC'( while increasing the 
other. Post-segmentation classification needs to look at \\'<1) sol' prcsen ing the eXisting information as 
much as possible. Clearly, h(lIIcyer, this must be done using information al ailable only in the image 
and its partition, and not informatwn from the ground truth as such. 
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Thc polygon-specific error (PSE) matrix requires a faire amount of storage, especially for large images. 
However, there are ways to reduce these requirements, since most entries in the PSE matrix will occur 
between regions which are neighbours, and hence much of the matrix will consist of zeros. As a result, 
the usc of hash tables or other indexing SlIuc(ures to represent the PSE matrix should reduce storage 
requirements to the minimum necessary. As described above, the boundary displacement and the 
boundary dispersion measures require the usc of boundary length information. Boundary length 
computations are standard in most GIS and hence could be computed after importing the results of 
classification into GIS. Alternatively. computing boundary length within a raster environment is not 
particularly challenging eithcr. The traditional error matrix may be computed from the PSE matrix 
gi\'cn rules for grouping ground-truth polygons into classes, as well as rules for grouping image 
polygons into classes. The set of measures described applies equally well to pixel-based classification 
(for example, post-classification filtering) as to segment-based classifications, and should allow better 
quantitali\'c comparison between· different algorithms to be perf(jrmed. 

4} Application of the New Measures to a Segmented Scene 

In a 1992 paper [I J, my students, colleagues and myself published a paper reporting on segmentation 
e"periments in the prescnce of small agricultural fields. Among other things, we experimented with the 
inclusion of partial cartographic information (e.g. cadastral boundaries) in order to enharice the mapping 
accumcyof additional field boundaries. Furthermore, we compared pixel-based classification accuracies 
and segment-based classification accuracies using the standard error matrices .. However, although the 
classification comparison revealed' significant improvemenL~ in classification accuracy with the 
segmentations, we were' unable to· conclude that the structured segmentation did a betler job than the 
unstructured segmentation; exccpt by \'isual evaluation. 

Figure 3: The ground u'uth for the Morocco SPOT data. The different crops are soft wheat (T), haid 
wheat (D), sugar beet (S), bersim (B) and alfalfa (Z). 

For the purpose of illustrating the techniques proposed in this paper, the first of the two data sets 
reported in this paper 111 arc reconsidered. Figure 3 shows the ground truth polygons for the image, 
\I'hich consisted of a ]()() by 100 pixel subset of·a SPOT image of a region in Morocco. Figure 4 
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